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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

Multimegajoule, high temperature plasma: aa of interest for a variety of

applications ranging from controlled thermonuclear fusion to nuclear weapons

radiation simulation. This report considers the feasibility of using high energy,

short pulse explosive generators as power sources for the creation of such plasmas

by the implosion of thin, metallic foil cylinders through j x B forces. The goal

of this study has been to ascertain the possibility of developing explosive gen-

erators capable of providing the necessary energies (% 5 MJ) and currents (", 50

MA) in the short pulse times (-. 2 psec) required by this method of generating

multimegajoule, high temperature plasmas. The approach followed has been two-

fold: numerical computation of the performance %,f various explosive generator and

electromagnetic implosion configurations; and intensive qualitative discussion of

experimental phenomena present in these systems but not amenable to detail analyt-

ical or numerical treatment. Of particular concern have been practical considera-

tions limiting or otherwise affecting generator performances, such as internal

arcing, conductor jetting, and rcsi..tive heating, as well as design problems such

as explosive utilization and system cost. While the primary motivation for this

study has been the need for high poter, prompt radiation sources for nuclear

weapons effects testing, the high energy, high speed, imploding plasmas described

here should also find applications elsewhere.
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SECTION II

ELECTROMAGNETIC IMPLOSION

Of primary importance in the development of an explosive generator power

source is the nature of the electrical load to be driven. The load of interest

in the present work is a dynamic plasma discharge, similar to a fast Z-pinch,

known as an electromagnetic (EM) implosion. Calculations (ref. 1) indicate that

such discharges can be coupled very efficiently to fast, high energy, high current

electrical power systems to provide high power, high energy radiation sources.

The approach is to obtain a very energetic high Z plasma by passing a current

of more than 20 MA through a large radius, thin foil cylinder. The thin foil

('bI pm thick) becomes a plasma a few millimeters thick very early in the current
. 4,.

pulse and then implodes at high speed under the influence of the j x B force.

Electrical energy delivered to the plasma appea-s primarily as radially directed

kinetic energy which is not radiated appreciably. Thus, high kinetic energies

per particle can be obtained. When the plasma collapses on itself at the

implosion center, the accumulated kinetic energy is converted with high efficiency

to thermal energy which, because of the high density (> 1 percent solid density)

and temperature, will be radiated in a very short burst. A schematic description

of the process is shown in figure 1. The rate of energy delivery to plasma

thermal energy is essentially limited only by hydrodynamic times. The radiation

rate can, therefore, be increased (over that which can be obtained by direct

energy delivery to plasma internal energy from the power supply) by the ratio of

current pulse time to hydrodynamic time, a factor of about 100. This approach

assumes that energy can be transferred efficiently from a multimegajoule electri-

cal energy source, such as an explosive generator, to plasma kinetic energy, and

that high implosion speeds (> 30 cm/psec) can be obtained so that hydrodynamic

times are short. For plasma kinetic energies in the MJ range and hydrodynamic

times of 10-8 sec, the radiation power is of the order of l014 watts.

A difficulty frequently encountered when attempting to heat a plasma by a

high current discharge arises from the decrease in ohmic heating, because of the

rapid increase in electrical conductivity of a plasma at high temperatures,

coupled with a rapid increase in radiative cooling. A moving discharge can have

4
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a substantial dissipative impedance regardless of its temperature as the following

analysis will show.

If the resistance of the plasma can be neglected, the voltage drop across the

discharge, V, equals the rate of change of the flux in the discharge.

V = d (LDJ) = LDJ + LDJ (1)

is total magnetic fiux in the discharge volume, LD is the inductance, and J is

the axial current. LD is the usual inductive reactance, relating the voltage to

the rate of change of the current, LD gives a voltage drop similar to that aris-

ing from a resistance since LD is increasing; however, it is not a loss term since

it is proportional to the foil velocity. The power, PD, goirg into the discharge

is obtained by multiplying both sides of this equation by the current.

PD = LDJ J + LDJ 2  (2)

Part of this power inpi.t leads to radially directed plasma kinetic energy, and

the rest to magnetic field energy in the volume around the discharge. The mag-

netic energy at any time t is given by 1/2 LDJ 2. Differentiating, the power '#put

to the magnetic field, PM, is

PM = LDJ J + 1/2 LDJ2  (3)

The first term arises from the change in the magnetic field intensity, and the

second term arises from the change in the volume occupied by that field. The

input to the plasma kinetic energy, PK, is therefore

PK = 1/2 LDJ2  (4)

This relation can be derived directly by considering the work done on the plasma.

To complete the link between the impedance and power expressions and the plasma

dynamics, we can write

LD  2 7 h zn [Ro/r(t)] (5)

= h [v(t)/r(t)] (6)
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7 Here, h is the height of the cylindrical discharge, r(t) is the radius, v(t) is

the implosion speed, Ro is the radius of the outer conductor (the current return),

and Po = 47 x 10-7 H/m.

Two items of major interest are the efficiency of energy transfer from the

power source to the plasma and the maximum radial velocity of the plasma. The

question arises as to what general statements can be made concerning the power

supply which will optimize the above quantities. Ordinary maximum power transfer

conditions would require that the power supply impedance match the discharge

impedance. Unfortunately, both impedances vary considerably during the plasma

implosion. Moreover, energy fed into the discharge inductance early in the run
will reappear later as plasma kinetic energy through the J x B forces. This

energy will not go back into the generator if it has a sufficiently low inductance

at later times. Detailed numerical calculations are necessary to set requirements

on the power supply. About all that can be said at this point is that the nec-

essary energy must be available and that it must be transferred to the discharge

in a time comparable to that required for the plasma to implode at an average

velocity of some tens of cm/psec. For the systems considered here, this time is

of the order of 1 to 2 Psec.
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INITIATION

4 THIN FOIL PLASMA
ANODE CATHODE

CURRENT-
ACCELERATION

ANODE CATHODE

THERMALIZATION

HOT PLASMA

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the initiation, acceleration, arid thermal-
ization phases of the EM implosion. For the spke of clarity, the
cylindical return conductor on the outside of the system is not shown
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SECTION III

EXPLOSIVE GENERATORS

In an explosive generator an initial amount of electrical energy is stored in

an inductor which is then explosively compressed (ref. 2). Conservation of mag-

netic flux in a situation of rapidly decreasing inductance requires a correspond-

ing increase in current by a factor approximately equal to the ratio of initial

to final inductance. In changing the inductance, work is expended at a rate

1/2 LGJ2, where LG is the generator inductance. In this way, the chemical energy

of the explosive is converted to electrical energy. Since I kilogram of high

explosive is equivalent to about 5 megajoules of energy, explosive generators can

in principle be extremely compact multimegajoule sources of electrical energy.

The equivalent circuit of a generator operating into a noncapacitive load is

shown in figure 2. The basic equation governing the behavior of the generator in

such a circuit is given by summing the emf's around the loop.

LI + LJ + RJ = 0 (7)

Here, L = LG + LI, and all the circuit parameters are to be regarded as functions

of time. Rearranging the terms and integrating, the following solution is

obtained:

J(t) = exp [ Ljt dJ (8)

J and L0 are the initial values ot the current and the total circuit inductance,

respectively. It is assumed that generator action starts at t = 0

If the inductance is a monotonic function of time, the exponential term may

be rewritten

ft k) JL B{t) dLf L Tdt f - L (9)
o Lo  L(t) (

R(t) may be constant or a fairly complex function of time, However, for the sake

of simplifying the discussion, assume that R(t)/L(t) = -k, where k is a positive

constant. The current equation becomes

8
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*1-

J(t) : Jo[ (10)

For current multiplication, k must be less than 1, or R(t) < - L(t). The corre-

spor:ding expression for the energy output is

rLo 1-2k
E = E[L (1)

Thus, for energy gain, R(t) < - 1/2 L(t). From this simple analysis it is clear

that, in general, two conditions must hold over the time when most of the energy

is transferred. The first is that the total circuit inductance must decrease and

the second is that R(t) < 1/2 IL(t)I. Generally, the resistance and LG of the

generator will both be proportional to distance along the current path so that

their relative values will depend on other aspects of generator geometry and on

the properties of the conductor material. In later sections, resistive losses

will be considered in det'il. For the load impedances of interest here, the

explosive generator equivalent impedance, LG, should exceed ohmic resistance by

about a factor of ten or more. Therefore, in the numerical computations presented

in section 4, series resistance has been ignored. The validity then will be

examined in view of resistive loss, thermal loading, and other experimental

factors.

There are many generator designs described in the literature for a wide

variety of applications. However, the requirements in the present case are for

the delivery (F around 5 MIJ in 2 psec or less with a peak current in excess of

50 MA. A great many of the existing designs can be excluued immediately from

consideration as being too slow. The power output implied is greater than 2.L TW,

and the only way this output can be produced is to have a large area of ronductor

doing work against a high magnetic field. There are two basic techniques for

achieving this result. One involves the initiation of the explosive in a simple

way at a point or along a line on the surface. ihe conductor then is machined
into a shape which ensures simultaneous arrival at some opposing surface. In

addition to requiring an extensive experimental and computational program to

arrive at the correct shape, the machining costs often turn out to be very high

even with the modern tape-controlled equipment. The other technique is to employ

a simple conductor shape but to initiate the explosive simultaneously over a large

area. The availdbility and relatively low cost of good plane initiation systems

9
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was the deciding factor in the choice of the plate and disc generators for the

percent feasibility study. The plane systems make it possible to proceed with a

development program aimed at imploding plasma experiments within a reasonable

length of time. Later, if a higher energy generator seems desirable, it may be

worthwhile to look more closely at other configurations.

The basic geometries of the two generator desigqy.are shown in figures 3 and

4. The first is termed (somewhat arbitrarily) a plate generator. It is essen-

tially a parallel plate transmission line with rectangular explosive slabs on the

two current-carrying conductors. When the explosive is detonated simultaneously

over the outer surfaces, the resulting plane detonation front drives the two

plates together, decreasing the inductance. This type of generator has been

described in references 3, 4, and 5.

The disc generator of figure 4 has not been described before to the best of

the authors' knowledge. It consists essentially of a short coaxial transmission

line in which the ends are driven together by discs of explosive. It should be

noted that some design precautions are necessary to prevent the explosive from

shorting the inner and outer conductors together before the disc can finish its

run. The annular space can be inc;,eased in the region opposite the explosive,

for instance. In addition, since the current would be confined to a narrow

region at the outer radius of the inner conductor, it would be possible to use

several layers of alternating low and high density materials to slow down the

radial motion. Finally, the thickness of the disc should be tapered in such a

way as to ensure that the portion near the central rod would reach the midplane

before the region near the outer conductor.

Referring to figures 3 and 4, the relevant inductance formulas follow.

Plate generator:

LG = Po L x (12)

9,
LG = Po w v (13)

Disc generator:

LG = T x n (14)

LG =-P v n () (15)

10
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It is assumed in the following analysis that the velocity of the plates or discs
is constant over the run. This approximation is sufficiently accurate for the

present work.
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SECTION IV

NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS

Since the coupling of the dynamic plasma discharge and the explosive generator

must be strong to obtain high energy transfer efficiencies, the governing set of

equations is nonlinear and exact analysis requires numerical computation. To

arrive at a regime of interest to which detailed qualitative discussion could be

directed, parametric studies were performed in which the set of equations govern-

ing the circuit shown in figure 5 is solved for various circuit values. A general

time-varying (decreasing) inductor is taken to represent the generator while

another time-varying (increasing) inductor is used to express the dynamic plasma

impedance.

Energy is initially stored in the inductance of the left-hand side of the

circuit, with current flowing through a dummy or parallel load, Lp, prior to

switching in the EM implosion load, LD. The purpose of the dummy load and switch

is to keep the current out of the foil during the early slow rise of the generator

output, while permitting current to flow in the generator. It is a technique for

increasing the risetime of the current in the load without appreciably affecting

the final energy transferred. In the results presented, the initial electrical

energy of the system is 300 kJ (provided for example by a capacitor bank). The

initial foil thickness is kept constant in these calculations at 1.0 pm, and the

foil material is aluminum. The generator inductance is assumed to decrease

linearly, reaching a minimum inductance of 1.0 nH (LM) in z time given by the

interconductor gap in the generator divided by the gap closure speed. Typical

generator times in the systems considered are a few microseconds, and switching

occurs instantanecusly at some time during generator operation (expressed as a

fraction of the total generator time). For example, in figure 6, the generator

current and discharge current are shown versus time after switching, which occurs

in this case with 20 percent of generator operation remaining. The initial gener-

ator inductance is 55 nH with Lp = 10 nH, and the total generator operating time

is 4.75 psec. The sharp peaks in current indicate completion of the generator

run, with the subsequent sharp decrease due to the increasing inductance of the

discharge as the foil continues to move inward. In this case, the initial foil

15
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radius is 10 cm and the foil height, I cm. The radius and velocity of the

implosion are shown in figure 7.

Results obtained by coupling the same generator to various EM implosion loads

are presented in figures 8 and 9. Here, the initial ralius of the foil is varied.

With an initial generator inductance of 55 nH and switching the generator into

the load after 80 percent of its total run (3.75 Usec), in:vlosion speeds in excess

of 50 cm/sec and efficiencies of about 50 percent are calculated. Efficiency in

the cases presented is defined as final plasma kinetic energy divided by initial

energy plus electrical energy delivered to Lp and the discharge at the time of

final plasma collapse. For this particular generator, plasma kinetic energies,

E K9 up to 3 MJ may be obtained with high implosion speeds.

The importance of proper timing is shown in figure 10, where efficiency and

final foil speed are plotted against the time of switching to the load (expressed

as a fraction of the generator run time). The results obtained are for an initial

foil radius of 10 cm driven by the same generator used to obtain the results in

figure 6. The dependence o-' efficiency on timing may be seen more generally in

figure 11 in which efficiency is plotted versus the power delivery time divided

* by the implosion or pinch time for several initial foil radii and a range of

switch times. The power delivery time is the generator run time remaining after

switching in the dynamic plasma load. The decrease in plasma kinetic energy and

efficiency for switch times greater than about 70 percent of the generator run

time (figure 10) and also for generator delivery times less than the plasma

implosion time (figure 11) arise from influence on the generator circuit of the

dummy load Lp. If the switching is delayed until the remaining inductance of the

generator is comparable to that of Lp, the current multiplication is significantly

lower than would have been the case had the lower impedance-discharge load been

in the circuit earlier. Thus, the generator power output (LG12) is less after

4 switching occurs. Moreover, a greater proportion of the generator energy is left

in Lp, lowering the efficiency. This situation can be corrected to some extent

by lowering the value of L p; however, when the impedance of Lp becomes comparable

to that of the discharge circuit, a disproportionately large share of the genera-

tor output will go to Lp. The decrease in efficiency for power delivery times

greater than the pinch time is caused by the increase in discharge inductance

during the early part of the generator run. The generator output current does

not build up very rapidly after switching because of the higher impedance, and

16
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the energy going into the discharge is less. Generally speaking, the power

delivery time should be roughly equal to the pinch time 'or best performance.

The results of calculations for higher initial inductance systems are shown

in figures 12 and 13. The initial energy supplied is maintained at 300 kW,

switching occurs after 60 percent of the generator run and a 12 cm initial radius

foil is used. From these calculations, it appears that implosion speeds in excess

of 100 cm/iisec and plasma energies approaching 20 MJ may be obtained, with

efficiencies of 60 percent. These analyses only indicate that it is electro-

dynamically possible to transfer large amounts of energy efficiently to dynamic

loads characteristi. of cylindrical plasmas imploding at high speed.

To establish the feasibility of operating explosive generators in this

regime of current, energy and pulse time, it is necessary to consider generator

behavior in greater detail.

Lm

Lp

Figure 5. Equivalent circuit used in the numerical calculations

of the generator driven EM implosion
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SECTION V

HIGH VOLTAGES

The desired values of energy (x 5 MJ), current (' 50 MA) and pulse time
( 2 psec) combine to require high voltages somewhere and at some time in

generator operation. The expected voltages can be estimated from the expres-

sion for the power, i.e.,

EGIT = JVD ; VD = 50 kV (16)

where EG is the generator energy and T is the pulse time.

In figure 14, the voltage across the parallel inductor, Lp, is plotted

versus time for the same generator conditions whose results are presented in

figures 6 and 7. The first sharp rise in voltage is due to the increase in

discharge current before the dynamic load has developed much velocity, V 2 LDJD.
The sudden drop in voltage at 0.75 usec occurs because the generator run ter-

minates at this time and LG is zero thereafter. After this time the plasma is

being driven by the stored magnetic field. The second sharp increase in voltage

occurs during the final stage of plasma collapse when the LDJ term, proportional

to collapse speed divided by radius, increases rapidly. While it appears that

voltages of a few hundred kilovolts are indeed generated, values in excess of

100 kV are attained only slightly before completion of the generator run and peak

values exist only for very short times (< 50 nsec). Thus, high voltages associated

with high power, high current explosive generator operation may not be a problem

when such generators are coupled to EM implosions.

To increase the possibility of operating explosive generator systems without

internal arring, it would be useful to include an electronegative gas (such as

sulpher haxafluoride) in the interconductor gap. Operation on the high pressure

side of the Paschen curve will be maintained during the explosive compression of

the gap so that arcing and surface flashover should be inhibited. Inclusion of

very thin sheets of Mylar of polyethylene midway between the conductors should

also help to prevent arcing.
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SECTION VI

RESISTIVE LOSSES IN THE GENERATOR

There are two ways in which finite conductivity in the generator can affect

the performance. First, the resistive impedance lowers the current at any given

stage of the generator action. The effect is more than a mere loss of some of

the available output energy to resistive heating. Since the power output at any

time depends upon the field and therefore current for the moving conductors to

work against, the effect is cumulative and in fact exponential. Referring back

to equations 10, 12, and 14 and figure 2 and assuming that R(t) and Lj(t) are

constants with time, a simplified solution is obtained which shows the effect of

resistance on the current multiplication. The generator inductance is taken to

be LG = Lo(l-t/T). Thus, the initial inductance of the total circuit is Lo + L1,
and at generator burnout time, t = T, only the load inductance, LI, remains in

the circuit. The equations become

J(t) = ai-k[F(t)] k-i (17)
Jo

where o = 1 + LO/L, and represents the maximum multiplication obtainable in the

absence of resistance.

F(t) = o (ao-l (18)

= xo/vG = -Lo/L (19)

R.=T -R (20)
0 L

Lo is the initial generator inductance.

The energy multiplication is

EL _ 1

0E a01"2k[F(t)]2k-2 (21)
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where EL = L,1 2. The exponential dependence on k and therefore R is evident.

It is a possible to estimate roughly the effect of a resistivity n for a

plate generator by

R = y (22)
w6

Here, z is the lenqth of a single driver plate, w is the width and 6 is the skin
depth. The skin depth appropriate to a pulse time T is approximately

6 = (nT/Po)1/2 (23)

Then
( n 1/2

k = R/LG = 2 \ xV) = 2/RM1/2 (24)

where RM is the magnetic Reynolds number.

At generator burnout time, T, the function F(T) = 1, according to equation

18. From equations 17 and 21, the current and energy multiplication ratios at

burnout simplify to the following expressions:

J(T)/J 0 = aol-k

aL = EL(T)/Eo = aol-2k (25)

As an example that illustrates the degradation of energy multiplication due to

resistance, consider a plate generator with the following characteristics: xo =

5 cm; vG = 8 km/sec and n = 30 vQ-cm. From equation 24, k ! 0.05. For ao = 25,

aL = 18.3. Thus the energy multiplication is 73 percent of that which would have

been obtained had the generator been lossless. For ao = 50, CL = 34.1, represent-

ing 68 percent of the lossless energy multiplication ratio. These results, based

upon a fixed load inductance with no switching, give only a crude estimate of the

error involved in neglecting resistance for the case of a moving discharge in the

circuit shown in figure 4.
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A second source of loss is the magnetic flux which was sunk into the con-

ductors during the generator run. This flux is trapped within the metal and

cannot be transferred to the load. This topic is discussed in reference 4.

One point of view is to regard the volume occupied by this field as a residual

inductance in series with the generator and load. For the parameters given

above, 6 = 0.1 cm, and the maximum current multiplication obtainable is about 25.

A residual inductance of 1 nH is already in the calculations as mentioned

previously.

These losses can be offset in practice by designing the genetators with a

somewhat larger output capability than is indicated by the no-loss assumptions

made earlier. This approach can be checked by performing the SHIVA implosion

calculations using a resistance in the equivalent circuit.

30
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SECTION VII

THERMAL LOADING OF CONDUCTORS

The energy lost to resistance in the conductors appears in the form of heat.

The formula for the fraction of the total generator output which goes' into 12R

losses for the case of the plate generator given in the previous section is

ER 2k( - .02k-1)

ER + EL1 1 - 2kao
2K '1 for t =T

If
>> I and k << 1 (26)

ER 2k = 2R/LG (27)

ER + EL

Thus, for 5 MJ deli, red to the load, about 500 k will go into heating the con-

ductors when k = 0.05.

It is desirable to operate in a thermal loading range which will keep the

conductor temperatures below the melting point, and it is necessary to stay

below the vaporization point. If we consider that the heat is dumped into a

volume 2 6 w t in a generator, we can calculate the temperature rise from

ER k EG
2w6CP wkCp , where EG = ER + EL (28)

AT is the temperature rise in 'K, C is the best capacity per unit mass per 'K,

and p is the mass density. Substituting from equations 23 and 24 for 6 and k,

we have

2EG
wz >  1G(29)

xoCpAT

as the criterion for thermal loading. Taking AT as 650'K to reach the melting

point of aluminum, p as 2.7 gm/cm3, and C as 0.9 J/0 K-gni,
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ATCp g 1.6 x 109J/m3

Thus for a generator output of 5 MJ and an initial plate separation of 5 cm,

w z ! 0.125 m2 = 1250 cm2 . The width may be determined from xo = 5 cm and Lo =

60 nH. The configuration is about as long as it is wide, and therefore the

width should be about 35 cm for a 5-MJ output. If the explosive is 8 cm thick

(4 cm per driver plate), the total weight is about 18.4 kG (40.5 lb). The

electrical conversion efficiency implied is about 6 percent. However, it was

indicated in the previous section that the generator would have to be made some-

what larger to obtain the necessary multiplication. Therefore, the generator

would be somewhat less efficient.

Before leaving this subject, it should be pointed out that the shock and

release waves generated in the driver plates by the action of the explosive will

cause a significant temperature rise during the early portion of the generator

run. Thus, permissible AT may be less than 6500. On the other hand, there are

techniques for ameliorating the shock heating effects, nor is the melting point

a mandatory constraint. Consequently, the analysis will be carried no further,

but shock heating should be kept in mind and may indicate a larger area require-

ment for a specific design.
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SECTION VIII

MAGNETIC PRESSURE EFFECTS ON CONDUCTOR DYNAMICS

An additional constraint on conductor geometry, apart from thermal loading,

involves retardation of the collapsing conductors by the strong magnetic forces

developed at high current levels. Such retardation may prevent attainment of

minimum generator inductance and thereby limit generator output. Insofar as the

high explo:ive, has accelerated the conductor plate to maximum velocity before the

final stage of generator compression, retardation depends on the loss of kinetic

energy of the moving plate to the magnetic field. The conducting plate will be

completely stopped when the work done against the magnetic field equals the

initial kinetic energy of the plate. Thus, equating the kinetic energy per unit

area to the work done per unit area, the distance moved by the plate, Ax, can be

determined by the equation

P(d) Uo2 Bdx (30)

Here, d ih tne t;;CKness of the plate, Uo, its velocity before significant retarda-

tion, and B, the magnetic field. The magnetic field increases in response to com-

pression of the inductor:

1(0 P&o L toJo xo
B0 w+0 x -(31)

Jo is the initial current in the inductor and (xo - x) is the interconductor gap

being closed from two sides. Substituting,

P d U02  AX POJ02 X02 dx 2J0
2  f 0Of0 2W2 (x0 - X)2  4W2- 4w2y2

' i x0 4w2 - 2LX "

2w2  (xo - 2Ax) (32)

( _oo___)-

AX xo  PWx 4-- + 2 (33)
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WithEo =I/Loo 2w the initial energy provided the inductor, and

EK = 1/2 pwidUo , the initial kinetic energy of the plate,

=X xo/2 -T(3)
(1 + Eo/2EK)

Thus, the interconductor gap can never be completely closed (Ax = xo/2) if

the initial magnetic flux is trapped completely within the inductor. Since

energy normally flows to an external load, however, complete closure can usually

be expected.

The skin effect is, of course, an additional mechanism which prevents the

flux from being completely trapped. To allow a qualitative discussion, suppose

closure is assumed to be complete when xo/2 = Ax = 6. Then

Xo( Eo/2EK (
1 + Eo/2EK =6 (35)

EK =- ( r 1 (36)

In terms of the generated energy, EG = Eo  - 1). Therefore

EK = EG (37)

This result merely states that the total kinetic energy of both conductor

plates must equal the desired generator energy. It is interesting to calculate

the plate area required on the basis of kinetic energy alone; that is,

w z > EG 2  (38)
dPvG2

For 3-m aluminum plates moving at 4 km/sec and a 5-MJ generator output, wz L 364

cm2. It is evident that the thermal loading criterion far outweights the kinetic

energy requirement.
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SECTION IX

MAXIMUM CURRENT PER UNIT WIDTH

The thermal loading criterion can be recast in terms of maximum current per

unit width. Such a formulation is useful in considering the output transmission

lines as well as the driver plates. Equation 29 may be rewritten

2EG 2EG/T 
(39)

w _CpATx0  CpATVG

In the derivation of equation 29, EG includes in addition to the energy in

the load L, the resistive energy term. To first order in k, the latter term is

2k times the load energy according to equation 27. Thus, at peak current

J (t = T), we may write

EG/r = 1/2 (Ll/T) (1 + 2k)J 2  (40)

It is convenient here to express L, in terms of parameters characterizing the

initial generator inductance, Lo, and the ideal theoretical energy multiplication

ratio, ao, as defined just after equation 17. Then

L, = Lo/(io - 1) (41)

Lo = poXo/w = PoVrZ/W (42)

We obtain from the three preceding equations

ovGt(l + 2k)J 2

EG/T = 2w((xo - l) 43

Substitution of equation 43 into 39 leads to the following two expressions.

.Lo(l + 2k)J 2

(cxo - I )CpT
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( l )CPAT 1/2 (5

w P "o(l + 2k)

Equation 45 sets an upper lImit on linear current density if the conductor temper-

ature rise is to be held within a value AT, taken here to keep the material below

its melting temperature.

For aluminum with CpAT ! 1.6 x 109j/m3 and ao = 5 MJ/300 kJ = 16.7, we have

J/w :. 1.4 MA/cm

For other materials such as copper or tantalum, CpAT is larger and the thermal

loading limitation is more favorable. Again the analysis is based upon a fixed

inductive load rather than the discharge load. However, it should be adequate

for qualitative purposes.

There is another factor which enters into the limitation of current per unit

width in the conductors which are not driven by explosive pressures. The magnetic

pressure on the conductors reaches 40 kb at a current density of about 0.8 MA/cm

and 160 kb at about 1.6 MA/cm. Depending upon the time scale of the current

buildup, these pressures can move the conductors enough to increase the inductance

apnreciably during the last part of the generator run. As a result, the output

into a low impedance load is lowered and in fact may be limited to some maximum

value owing to this effect alone. Experience at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

(LASL) with a large variety of generators and high field systems indicates that

the 1.5 MA/cm limitation from thermal loading criteria is also a reasonable limi-

tation for the fast plate generator from the viewpoint of magnetic forces.

Finally, the effects of the initial energy input should be mentioned. As

pointed out in reference 4, an initial current in the generator gives rise to

forces which can bow the driver plates and crack explosive materials in contact

with them. The subsequent acceleration of the driver plates may deviate from

planarity enough to impair the generator performance. There are several tech-

niques for avoiding or offsetting such effects, but they must be taken into

account as part of the engineering design.
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SECTION X

DISC GENERATOR CONFIGURATION

The discussion so far has been directed toward the plate generator. The

section on current per unit width can be applied approximately to the disc gen-

erator provided that ratio oi the outer to the inner radius is not too much

greater than one. Then the disc generator may be considered as a plate generator

bent around in a circle with the circumference of the inner conductor replacing

the width of the plate generator.

The disc generator geometry offers some possible advantages over the plate

cenerator. The current output has a coaxial configuration which mates well with

the coaxial foil load. It should be relatively easy to maintain good current

and voltage symmetry with minimum waste inductance. The disc system also can be

made more compact than the plate generator.

One of the most likely trouble spots in the disc generator is the interaction

between the moving plates and the stationary central conductor. Since the flux

is concentrated near the post, good compression in this area is vital to efficient

operation. Any jetting or spray in this region could lead to a breakdown or arc-

over which would trap much of the flux before it could reach the load. The same

sort of loss could occur if the moving conductor near the post lagged behind the

rest of the disc, thus forming a cavity near the post. For these reasons, the

experimental work to be discussed in section VII was instituted. It should be

noted that the higher na,1 netic pressure in the central region can also lead to

cavity formation. However, this effect can be investigated only under the con-

ditions of full current loading. Such work must be left to a later study.
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SECTION XI

EXPLOSIVE SYSTEM

The technology exists at LASL to provide a compact explosives and initiation

system which should fit the requirements of both the generators discussed in

this report. The explosive is PBX 9404--a high-energy plastic-bonded explosive

which can be machined to high tolerances. About 3.8 cm of 9404 in thickness is

necessary to achieve the volocity and smoothness necessary. The initiating

system is capable of meeting the simultaneity and uniformity requirements. The

present cost for a 13.2 cm square module is about $200. It is possible that this

cost can be reduced somewhat in future work. Assuming that 24 such modules might

be required for a 5-MJ system, the explosives cost would be around $4800. The
1 imediate availability of this system is one of the factors which lead to the

choice of plane systems for the feasibility study. Based upon an explosive

weight of 30 kg and an energy of 4.5 MJ/kg, the efficiency of conversion of

chemical to electrical energy w""uld be about 3 percent.

Calculations of velocity and distance versus time have been performed based

on the explosive system just discussed. Driver plates of aluminum and copper in

several thicknesses were assumed. The distance versus time plots are shown in

figures 15 and 16. The free-surface velocity versus time plots are not shown

since the shock structure makes them difficult to use effectively. The framing

camera shots discussed later ' *., good agreement with the calculatiuns for 3.2-mm-

thick aluminum plates.
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Figure 15. Distance versus time plots for aluminum driver plates. The shock
hydrodynamic calculations were performed assuming 2.54 cm of 9404
explosive backed by a rigid wall. This approximation gives a good
match to the actual explosive system.
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Figure 16. Distance versus time plots for copper driver plates. The assumptions
were the same as those for the aluminum driver plates notes in the
caption of figure 15.
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SECTION XII

EXPERIMENTAL WORK

As discussed in seCtion X, the disc generator system should have some useful

features that the plate system does not. However, it was realized that the inter-

action between the moving conductor and the stationary central post could be a

possible trouble area. For this reason, eight shots were fired to study the

effect on the postplate interaction of using various materials and shapes for the

post.

Figure 17 shows a schematic diagram of the shot setup for the first two shots.

The 3.2-mm aluminum plates were driven by a plane wave generator and 2.54 cm of

9404. The framing camera looked through the assembly, which was backlit by an

argon flash, in a direction parallel to the plate surfaces and perpendicular to

the direction of motion. Figure 18 is an enlargement of one of the frames taken

from the record of a shot in which the post was also made of aluminum. A fine

spray or "fluff" on the surface of the plate is evident, but, in addition a spray

of material can be seen which is running well ahead of the plates. It is evident

that the collision of the jet material at the midplane would result in a conduct-

ing path in parallel with the post and the subsequent trapping of flux. This

situation could lead to serious losses, since the flux density is highest near the

post. Figure 19 is similar to figure 18, except that a tantalum post was used in

the shot. Some jetting is evident, but much less than in the case where an alu-

minum post was used.

Figure 20 shows the shot setup used for most of the remaining experiments.

Only one driver plate and explosive assembly was used so that the framing camera

could look in at an angle and minimize the obscuring effects of the surface spray.

Mirrors were employed to obtain stereo pairs on each frame.

The third and fourth shots were fired using the framing camera alone and were

designed to observe the effects of a slight taper on a tantalum post. There were

no observable differences between the shot using a straight post and the shots

using tapered posts. The records are not reproduced here since they are similar

to those from which figure 23 is taken.
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The remaining four shots made use of 450-kV flash x-ray equipment in conjunc-
tion with the framing camera as shown in figure 20. Figure 21 is a stereo pair
of the shot using an aluminum post and figure 22 is the corresponding x-ray
picture. Figures 23 and 24 show the same sequence for the tantalum post. It is
evident that, in addition to the spray of material (probably aluminum) thrown out
at the corner between the post and plate, a cavity is formed around the post.

This cavity implies a poor contact with the plate--a serious matter since this
region would carry high current densities in an actual generator. However, the
tantalum post induces less cavitation and again seems to be a better candidate

than the aluminum.

The last two shots were designed to show the effects of some simple geometry
changes on the interaction with the tantalum rod. In the next experiment, the
tantalum post was inserted in a hole in the plate so that it was flush with the
back surface. The results are illustrated in figures 25 and 26. It is evident
that the cavity is smaller yet thar it was in the previous shot. The last shot
used a post with a hemisphere machined on the end which was set into a hemispher-
ical cavity extending halfway through the aluminum plate. Since the depth of the

hole in vhe plate was less than the radius of the hemisphere, a portion of the
post formed an overhang above the plate. The framing camera pictures in figure
27 indicate that an extensive spray of material comes off probably owing to the
collision between the plate and the portion of the hemisphere which overhung the
plate. The x-ray picture of figure 28, however, indicates that the cavity has

closed up considerably.

There was no opportunity to try further design variations within the rather
limited scope of this study. However, it does seem that there is a possibility

of eliminating the spray and the cavity by an experimental shot program supported
by two-dimensional hydrodynamics calculations. Certainly, some improvements were
effected by the rather simple techniques employed in the present series. It
should be mentioned, however, that the behavior observed here could be quite dif-

ferent when the driver plates and posts are carrying large currents.
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SECTION XIII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

It appears feasible to use high energy, short pulse explosive generators to

drive electromagnetic implosions. It was shown that transfer of generated energy

to imploding foil plasma discharges can be accomplished with efficiencies exceed-

ing 50 percent. The numerical calculations displayed indicate that the close

electrodynamic coupling of the generator and load providing such efficiencies

requires proper timing of the energy delivery to the load and the load dynamics.

In particular, the generator should deliver its energy to the load in a time

about equal to the discharge implosion time (.: l psec) for high plasma tempera-

tures to be obtained. To accomplish this merely requires closing a switch to the

load after about 70 percent of the run of a moderately fast generator has been

completed. The nature of the foil-plasma is such that high generator currents

are obtained and large amounts of energy can be transferred from the explosive

to the plasma. Ihmplosion speeds in excess of 100 cm/psec and kinetic energies

exceeding 10 MJ are computed. Plasmas with such speeds and energies can be used

to compress other plasmas, and/or magnetic fields, or as hign power, prompt

radiation sources (P > 104 watts).
rad :

Detailed consideration was given to various factors limiting generator per-

formance. It is seen that high voltages are developed during generator opera-

tion associated with the transfer of energy to the dynamic load. Voltages in

excess of 200 kV, however, are only present for very short times (- 50 nsec),

so that inclusion of insulating material (SFs and Mylar for example) in the

interconductor gap should be sufficient to inhibit internal arcing.

For short pulse (< 5 psec), high energy generator operation, thermal loading

of the conductors rather than magnetic retardation of their motion appears to be

the dominant process which determines the generator plate area, and thus the

explosive area. For rectangular plate generators, an efficiency of utilization

of high explosive of a few percent is estimated.

A new generator configuration involving the use of a flat disc driven over a

stationary center post was considered and possible advantages were discussed.

Feasibility of the disc generator configuration depends considerably upon the
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character of the interaction of the explosively driven thin conductor plates

with the stationary post. Experimental study indicates that some jetting and

cavitation occurs in the interaction region, with less of this effect observed

when tantalum is used instead of aluminum for the post, particularly if the

tantalum post has a hemispherical end and is inserted into the aluminum plate.

Further experiments are required to determine: (1) the maximum current per

unit width, J/w, that can be handled initially in a rectangular plate system;

(2) the maximum J/w such a system can provide under fast explosive compression;

and (3) the interaction of plate and post under various situations of tapering,

insertion, etc., and with strong current conduction to evaluate fully the disc

generator configuration. In addition to this work, experiments are needed to

verify the behavior of EM implosions at high energies and currents.

4
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p

Figure 18. Shadowgraph framing camera picture showing the interaction of alu-
minum driver plates with an aluminum post. The fuzzy appearance of
the plate surfaces is the result of a fine spray of material which
is often seen in such shots.
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Figure 19. Shadowgraph framing camera picture showing the interaction ot alu-
minum driver plates with a tantalum post. The amount of spray at the
the interaction region is much less than that visible in fijur' 18.
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Figure 20. Schematic representation of the shot setup for simultaneous stereo
framing camera pictures and flash x-ray shadowgraphs. Not shown is
the explosive-driven argon flash which illuminates the shot assembly.
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Figure 21. Stereo framing camera pictures of the interaction between an alu-
minum driver plate and an aluminum post. The spray from the inter-
action region is quite evident.
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Figure 22. Flash x-ray picture taken at about the same time as the framing camera
picture in figure 21. The image is faint because of the low stopping
power of the aluminum, but it is possib~e to make out faint traces of
the spray and a cavity around the post-
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SFigure 23. Stereo framing camera pictures of the interaction between an aluminum

' driver plate and a tantalum post. The spray from the interaction zone

is less than in t;e shot using the aluminum post.
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Figure 24. Flash x-ray picture taken at about the same time as the framing camera
pair shown in figure 23. The spray is less evident and the cavity
smaller than was the case for the aluminum post.
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Figure 26. Flash x-ray picture corresponding to the framing camera pictures of
figure 25. The cavity area has decreased by comparison wi'th the

ii previous shots.
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Figure 27. Stereo framing camera pictures of the interaction between an aluminum
driver plate and a tantalum post with a hemispherical end recessed
halfway into the driver plate. Much of the ring of material visible
in the photographs probably arises from the collision between the
driver plate and that portion of the hemispherical cap which over-
hangs the front surface of the plate.
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Figure 28. Flash x-ray picture corresponding to the framing camera pair of figure
27. The cavity appears to have closed almost entirely.
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